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1． 1 would like to point out three seemingly contradictory characteristics

of ambig uity． The first-cha racteristic is that ambig uity is the inevitability

of lang uage but that we don't suffer any inconvenience in our daily life．

Withoqt consulting dictionaries we know that almost all words have

plural meanings． This is called economy of lang uage． lf each word had only

one meaning， lang uage would be a severe burden on our memory． There-

fore， the economy of lang uage is not a defect but a cha racteristic of g reat

importance which makes lang uage very effective' D ln other words， polyse-

my is a very important cha racteristic in natura1 lang uage．

    The economy of lang uage is true not only of the lexical level but also

of the syntactic level． To g ive an example， Chomsky's famous sentence，

“Flying planes can be dangerous，” is interpretable at・ least in' @two ways． i）

The phrase “flying planes'？ can be apalyzed as “adjectival tnodifier ＋

headword” or as a transformed structure of “（abbreviated subject） 十

transitive verb 十 object．” As this example shows the 1ing uiStic fact that

two different deep structures are transformed into one and the same

surface structure is considered to be one aspect of lang uage economy．

    On the other side of polysemy exists ambig uity． The discrepancy'

between the 1imited ntmber of 1ing uistic forms and the unlimited pheno-

mena in this universe， which may be thought the inevitable result of the

lang uage economy， produces ambig uity． But， lang uage， in which economy

of lang uage and ambiguity are 1ike' a double-edged sword， does not always

give us inconvenience， because lang uage is not an abstract existence， but

usually is used iri concrete context． As 1 wi11 discuss later， context is not

the only means of disambiguation and context does noガsolve all the
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ling nistic problems， but it can be said that・context g uarantees our smooth

lang uage behavior． When we consider our daily lang uage behavior， we can

tell by experience that misunderstanding is not， caused so often by

ambig uity of expressions．

    The second characteristic is that o ur daily cdnversation is not so clear

and log ical as we expect it to be． There is an interesting study on the

clarity of conversation． Wardhaugb （1985） analyzes daily conversation and

concludes that conversation is so uncertain and ambig uous that the

panicipahts in conversation must have toierance． His opinion is summa-

rized in the （ollowing passage：

        You must be prepared to tolerate a considerable amount o．f

    uncerta inty and ambig uity'； people tend to be vag ue， imprecise，

    nori-committa1 and equivocal．2）

According to him， occasional．gaps，．' 唐浮рр??leaps， a lack of explicitness，

and a considerable and sometimes pervasive unciarity are found in the

actgal conversation and fully detailed， qdequately structured， and com-

pletely explicit cQri versation is not expected．3）一 He says that con versation

which is clear to the min utest details is vety rare and that such・ con yersa-

Ltion would seem to be a legal documerit． lt is true that we are not so strict

in'the use of3 for exampie， demonstrative pronouns，‘） and that we are often

likely to avoid definite expressions．5）

    The・．third chatacteri stic is that often we don't notice ambiguity

embedded in expressicns， This is also true in spite of the first cha racteristic

that ambig uity is the inevitability 'of lang uage． Clark and Clark （1981）

quotes ，the following sentence to show this feature ：

      （D ，'The farrner put the straw on a pile beside his threshing

          machine．6）

This seritence seems to 'be unambig uous， but a mp'ment's．thought w．i11 tell

us that the word “ 唐狽窒≠浴h is a polysemou＄ word and that the 'meanings

are ・（a） dried stems of grain plants， （b） a thin tube for suck ing up liquid，

（．c） the smallest value， and （d） a straw hat． But， when the． word is used in

the structure ： They put the一一一一一一〇n a pile beside his threshing machine，

the meaning （a） is considered to be more appropriate than any other

meaning， ＄b we automatically adopt the meaning without． hesitation and
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we usually don't notice the potential ambig uity．

    1 have used the word “ambig uity” so far without defining it clearly．

The polysemous word is often・used in the following two ways：

      li having two or more possible meanings

      2． not clear； indefinite； uncertain； vague7）

    Ikegarni （1978） classifies ambig uity into two types． ． His classifi（｝ation

coincides With the above-mentioned definltion．8'一 ln the first and the third

characteristics 1 mentioned earlier， the word “ambig uity” is used in the

first sense and in'the second chracteristic it is used in the latter sense．

， ln this paper， 1 use the word in the first sense and the purposes of this paper

are to classify the types of ambig uity on lexical and syntactic levels and

to consider how people deal with ambig uous expressions．

2'． Classification of ambiguity

    In this 'chapter'1 would 1ik e to classify the types of ambig uity in

English．

    It has been the custom 6f the 1ing uists to separate lang uage．into

va' 窒奄盾浮?levels 1ike the phonological level， morpholog ical level， syntactic

level， and semaritic level since the appearance of American structural

ling uistics． Some ling uists classify ambig uitY and althoug h there are

minute differences among them， their classification is basically founded

on the separation of ling uistic levels．

    Tanaka et al． （1978） introduces the classification of ambig uity based on

Morris's semiotics．9' According to them， the ambiguity caused by the

relation between ・signs and referents is ＄eniantic ambig uity， the ambig uity

caused by the relation between signs and signs is syntactic ambig uity， and

the ambig uity ca used by the relation between sig ns and the users of the

signs is pragmatic ambig uity． My classification in this paper is made on

the basis of the classification．

2．1． Ambig uity on the lexical level

    Ullmann （1962） insists that the most important type of ambig uity is 一

caused by lexical elements． This・lexical ambig uity is caused by homonymY

and polySemy．iO）

    When two different-words have the same sound pattems， they are
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in homonYmy． The words in homonymy may have the same spelling

（＝homonym）， or they may have different spelling （＝homophone）． For

example， the Words “key” and “quay” are equally pronounced as （k'i：）． lf

the sentence “How did you find the （ki：） ？” is uttered， it is possible to

substitute both words for the sounds （ki：）． And this k ind of ambig uity

in vol'
魔??some risk of misunderstanding．

    A poly＄emous word is the word'that has plural meanings． As a

result of the meaning expansion of a word， the meanings of the same

word are sometimes wide apart． Problems in communication arise when

t'

翌?different meanings of the same word can be used in the same situation．

In the follQwing example， a communication gap occurs．because a partici-

pant of the dialogue uses the word‘‘b皿”in the sense‘‘a・d．raft of a law，”

but， as this wQrd is a polysemous word， the addressee interprets it in the

sense “an account fdr goods sold” ・：

      （2） A convertible， driven by a young'girl in curlers， passed before

      them． lt was a New York． Wilfred tumed to Stanton． “lf the

      President gets them bills through， Stanton， it'11 mean more taxes．”

         ' ‘：Bills？ What did he buy？” Stanton leaned forward eagerly．

          “He didn't buy nothing． A bill's when．．．” He stQpped． Stanton's

      face wa＄ blank as mud．ii）

                                              （underline is mine）

    We usually relY on etymology to see whether a word shows homony-

my or polysemy， but the borderline ， between them is not always clearly

drawn．

    Next， 1 would 1ike to point out ambig uity which Quirk et al． （1986）

call．potential ambig uity． ．

      （3） The dog is not allowed to． run outside．'2）

The word “outside” has potentially two meanings． One of them stands

for direction Lt'11gto the ， o utside” and the other stands for position ff p．n． the

outside．” The sentence （3） is ambig uous in that both interpretations for the

adverb are possible． （Panicles are always used in Japanese to show

dir'ection or position． 一e-or 一ni is used to show direction-and 一de or 一dewa to

shbw position．） The same is true of the following words： near， inside，

upstairs， downstairs，・etc．
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    The words that Levinson （1983） mentions also have potential ambig ui-

ty in that， the speaker／addressee's point of vieW decides on one meaning

out of plura1 ，meanings．

      （4）一 The cat is behind the car．'

     （s） Bob is the man to the left of Mark．i3' （underline is mine）

We can't tell whether the car intervenes between the speakers location

and the cat or the cat is at the intrinsic rear一 en d of the car． Senterice （5） also

has two ' 垂盾唐唐奄b奄撃奄狽奄??of interpretation： Bob may be to Mark's own left or

to the left from the speak efs point of view．

2．2． Ambig uity bn syntactiC level

    In this section 1 would 1ik e to consider ambig uity caused not by

individual words but by g roups of words or g rammatical items．

2．2． 1． Ambig uity， ca used by modification

    Roberts （1958） devotes a chapter to immediate constituent analysis

in his book artd explains the ways of applying the methods一 to English

sentences and points out the problems they involve． The IC analysis has

strong points in explicqting the structure of English sentences，．but the

structuralists did not introduce the concept of deep structure into their

theory then and it soon reached a deadlock． The sentences that Roberts

thought it lmpossible to apply the IC analysis to are after all ambig uous

Sentences． lt is impos，s' 奄b撃?to apply the method to the sentences if we

cannot decide which meaning the sentence expresses out of plural mean-

ings． Or， more than two IC anlyses are' considerable for one sentepce． I

would 1ik e to point out the problems concretely with the followig sen-

tencesi4） ：

      （6） The people who visited Us sometimes drank the milk．

      （7） He waited while she dressed an'xiously．

The ambig uity of sentences （6） and （7） are caused by the position of

adverbs “sometimes，” and “anxiously” in each sentence． ln sentence （6）， we

can interprete the adverb as a modifier of the verb “visited” or as tha，t of．

the verb “drank．！' ln sentence （7） also， two interpretations are possible， that

is， the adverb “anxiously” may modify the verb “waited” or the verb・

“dressed．” ln order to avoid the ambig uity the position of each adverb m ust

be changed as follQws ：
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The peopJe who sometimes visited us drank the milk．

The people who visited us drank the milk sometimes．

Sometimes the people who visited us drahk・the血ilk．

He waited anxiously while she dressed．

He waited while she anxiously dfessed．

Anxiously he waited while she dressed．

    ．An adv6rb phrase also causes ambiguity according to the place where

it is'
P）ut in the sentenむe：

      ㊥ She married the man， she met in the Congregational Church．

The adverb phrase“in the Congregational Churchl'may belong to the

main clause or to the subordinate clause． The church may be the place

where she married the man or the place where she met the man． But， if the

phrase is moved to the head Of．the sentence lik e senten¢e⑮， it is obvious

．that the phrase belongs to the main clause， that is， it modifies only the

verb“ma rried．”

      ⑮ In the Congregational Church she married the man she met．15）

    In the next example， there are two nouns“man”and“house”before

the prepositional phrase‘‘with the dogs．”The phrase has possibiity．to．

collocate with both of the noun＄，「so two interpretations are．pos§ible for

the sentence．

      ⑯ tねeman by亡he house with the dogs

    But it is evident from th．e following sentences that this pattem does

n・talw・y・甲・・e amgigUity・

      ⑰ the man by、the house with the red roof

      ⑱ the man by the hQuSe with a smile．on his face

    ．Another pattern gf post止nodification is the relative clause． The relative

                          アpronoun‘‘that”can tak e both a．hurnan being and a thiねg as its antecedent

and the fact may cause ambig'uity as the fo110wing case shows：

      （i9） the girl hl．the car that I love dea tly

What I love may be the girl or the（ar． If another壬elative pronoun

such as“who．（m）”or“which”is used instead．of“that”，' ambigUity cah be

avoided．

2．2．2． Ambig uity ca used by coordination

    Quirk et al．（1985）explains．600rdination．in 70 pages． Even though
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coordination seems simple， a close一 examination shows complicated aspects．

2． 2． 2． 1． Adj ective and adj ecti ve ＋ no un ' '

      （20） He specializes in selling old and valuable books． i6'

The' phrase “old and valuable books” can be interpreted as “bQoks'

which are old and valuable” or as “old books and valuable books．” The

former interpretation．is called ・combinatory．meaning and the latter seg re-

gatory meaning．' Sentence （20） is not so complicated， but the'following'

sentence presents complicated possibilitieS of multiple ambig uity ： '

      （2i） Those are the shelves for books on sk ills， trades， and hobbies． i7）

2． 2． 2． 2． Adjective ＋' noun and noun

      （22） old men and women

The above phrase has two meanings： （a） old men and old women， and （b）

（old men） and women． But， in the following sentence， only the intepreta一

一tion （b） is possible：

      （23） Old men and women are left to organize the community．i8）

2，2．3． ・ Ambig uity caused by ellipsis '

    There is a phenom'enon called ellipsis as one aspect 6f lang uage

economy． Without this device， the energy we spend in our daily lihg uistic

behaVior would be very swelling． ln ellipsis there is a principle of recover-

ability， that is， the omitted words whose meaning iS understood or implied

must be recoverable． lf the omitted words are not recoVerable， a' com，

municative problem arises． ， '
      （29 Ilove my wife more than my sons． 一

In sentence （24） we cannbt say whether the last phrase・“my sons” may be

subjective or'obj ective． ln other Words， we cannot decide whether “I

love” is omitted immedia．tely in front of “my sons” or “love hef' is omitted

immediately．after the phrase． lf the phrase “my sons” is changed 'to a

pronoun as follows， the problem of case wi11 be solved ：

      （2s） 1 love my wife more than they．

      （26） 1 love，my wife more' than them．

But it is not always true that a hon-elliptial expression is clearer ．in

meaning than aq elliptical one． The following' example shows it ：

      （27） He owns a big house and Often goes to ltaly for his vacation．

The subj ect of verb “goes” is omitted， but we can tell that it is the
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identical person with the subject of the verb ，“owns．” On the contrary， in

the next sentence where the subject is not omitted， the hei and he2 may be．

the same person or different persons： x

      （gg） Hei owns a big house and he2 often goes to ltaly for his

         Vacation．i9）

                                                （number is mine）

2．2．4． Ambig uity ca used by passive voice

    The passive voice has in-built ambig uity． The form ・“be verb 十 past

participle” expresses meanings of “condition” and “procesS）” which may

cause anibig uity．

      （2g） The doorwas closed at six but 1 don't know when it was closed．

Sentence （29） has nQ ambig uity on condition ／ process meaning． The

verb phrase “was closed” is used twice in the sentence，．but the phrase “at

six” and the word “when” signal the・meanings and we know the first “was

closed” indicates “condition” and that the second one expresses “process．”

But the next， sentence has po＄sibiljty-of twQ meanipgS：

      （30） The floor is polished．20'

3．Ways of disambiguation

    In this chapter I would liketo consider the．ways people use consciously

（or unconsciously）to disambiguζte sentences．

3．1． Suprasegmental features

    As some linguists poiht out， there is a type of ambiguity which does

not appear in spoken language buヰappears in written・language． I would

like to consider it with the sentence I mentioned earlier．

     （3） The dog is not qllowed to run outside．

Ipointed out that Sentence（3）is ambiguous because the word‘‘outside”

has two meanings of“direction”and“position．”The movement of the

word to the head of the sentence wi11 make the“position”meaning explicit．

The other way to explicate the meaning is to make use of stfess：

                                  ノ                   ノ
      ㈹ The dog is not allowed to RUN」outSIDE【21）．

M6ri（1980）says the differehce of referents canわe shown by the stress

put on the word‘‘him．”22）
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      圃 John hit Tom， and Peter hit him．

      ㈲ John hit Tom， and Petef hit him．

The referent of unmarked‘pronoun in sentence働is Tom， and that of

marked pronoun in㈲is John．

    The examples of phrase level are given as follows． Note the change

of rneanings．

      ⑬の  adancing girl        cf． a danch：lg girl

             ノ      ㈲  an English teacher    cf． an English t6acher

3．2． Collocation

' ↑he degree of collocation sometim¢s serves disambiguatioh」Sentence

㈹is ambiguous because with the equal degree the phrase“with the

dogs”can collocate both with．“the mah，'and with“the house．”Senten6es

㊥and⑱・have prepositional phrases as adjectival modifier just like

sentence㈹， but unlike sentence⑯they are not ambiguous． b?モ≠浮唐

the nouns with．which“with the red．roof'，』and“With a sm量le on his face”

collo（）ate are restricted． We know a℃ceptab迂ity and unacceptability of

とollocation through our knowledge of the world．（See'conρlusion on the

knowledge of the World．）

3．3．． Context       '           ．      ●．

    Context can be defined in a broad sense as、1inguistic， psychological・

Iogical and perceptual factors to help to explain the meaning of the word，

phfase， and sehtence． There are a lot of ambiguous sentences when they

are' 奄唐盾撃≠狽?пC but there is'much less confusion in communication than it is

expected to be owing to context．

      ㈲．Her6 he is and he hasn't done a thing for me yet．

If we reqd．only sentence（36）， we are forced to think the pronom“he”

refers to‘‘a human being'， because of the ch弓racter of a personal pronoun・

but the referent（＝a little finger＞beρomes clear if the sentence is put back

where it was：

      ㈲ ‘lt w6n，t matter． Come to think of it，‘Ican't remember ever

      in my life having had any use for the little finger on my left hand．

      Here'he is．'The boy took hold of the finger．‘Here he is and he

      ，hasnlt ever done a thing for me yet． So why shouldn't I bet himP

      Ithink it a fine bet．'23）
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                                              （uhderline is mine）

    Ziff （1972） calls the function of context a coherence factor． Although

he does not present a concrete idea on disambig uation in his paper， ． he

hints that a coherence fa' モ狽盾?must work for．disambig uation． The outline

of his view is as follows2‘） ：

      （3s） He barked his shin．

The verb “bark” in the a bove sentence has two completely different

meanings： one is “to．knock the skin off' as a transitive．verb and the

other is “to yap” as an intransitive verb． Concerning sentence （3s）， it seems

that 6nly the transitive use-of the verb is possible from the sentence

pattem S十V十〇 and the'meaning of the noun “shin，” but Ziff insists．

that the intransitive use of the， verb is also conceivable when the sentence

is put in the following context：

      （39） He was a remarkable ventriloquist．．First， he made it seem that

      the cat was ba rk ing． Then he made the parrot bark． Then he bark ed

      a monkey， and then a shoe， then his hand， and then he barked一 his

      shin．一

                                              （underline is mine） '

If sentence （38） is put back into the context， the sentence is naturally

・interpreted as “He made his shin ba rk” or ‘fHe made his shin seem as if it．

bark ed．” He says the coherepce factor is・working'here． Utterances are

interspersed with signals which form the sitream of thought 1ike milepo＄ts

oh the long hig hway in order to make communication smooth．25） The

following long quotation shows that coherence factor disinteg tates in the

middle of the dialog ue， and that one panicipant of the conversation cannot

follow the person on the other end of the line ：

      （40） “Ijust wanted to tel．1 you my mom died．” You hadn't meant to

      be so abrupt． You are moving too fast．

          “Oh， God，” Vicky says． “1' m sorry． 1 didn't．know she was．．．

      when？”．

      ． “A year ago．'？ The Missing Person．

          “A year ago？”

          “1 didn't tell yo u before so I wanted to tell you now． lt seemed

     ． important．”
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         “lt's all right． lt's not so bad． 1 mean， it was．” You can't manage

     to say what you mean． “1 wish you could've met he'r． You would'Ve

     hjt it off． She had hair like yours． Not j ust that．”

         “1 m not sure what to say．”

         “There's something else 1 didnit tell you．・'1 got' married． Bad

     mistake， but it's all over． 1 wanted you to kndw， in case it makes a

     difference． 1'm drunk． Do you think 1 should hang up？”

         In the ensuing pause you can-hear the faint hurn of the

     ・long-distance wire． “Don't hang up，” Vicky says． “1 can't think of

     anything to say right now， but 1'm here． lrm a little confused．”

         “1 tried to block her out of my mind． But 1 think 1 owe it to her

     to remember．”

         “Wait． Who？”

         “My mother． Forget rhy wife． 1'rr1 talking about my mother， ． I

     was think ing today， after she found out・ she had cancer， she was

     ・ talking to Michael and me．．．”26）

                                              （underline is mine）

    Leech （1981） analyzes' the function of context from other・point of

view． According to him， the effect of context is to，attach a certain

probability to each sense of an expression．27）

      （4i） Shall I put the sweater on？

The phrase '‘put．．．on”・allows not ' 盾獅撃?the wearing sense but also the'

sense of placing on top of something else． But， he' says， the former sense

is much more probable． than the latter sens'e． in this case． His insistence

．seems to me very・ siyggestive． Because， it seems to me that his opinion

points out the gap between theoretical ambig uity and the actual ling uistic

behavior． Even though a certain expression has plural meanings， each

meaning can not be' adopted as the reading with-equal probability． There

seems to be order' of meaning s to be adopted among plural meanings．28？

    It is true tha．t context playS a very important role in disambig uation，

but／context is not always almighty． A study on “deliberate ambig uity” by

Weiser （1974） shows it． She defines “deliberate ambig uity” as follows：

         It is used in situations where 'the speaker is uncertain as to

      which of two states．of affairs holds for the addressee， does not
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      want to speak so as to presume one or the other true， but d-tes want

      the situation to “carry forward” ； therefore， he／she uses a sentence

      that would fit either of the・possible state，s of the addressee and

      would “carry' forward” the Situation in either case．29）

She explains “deiibe・rate ambig uity” concretely in the following situation．

It is supposed that X is a member of a committee making an investigation

whose content is closed to the'public until the investigation ends． lf Y asks

X what went on at the hearing， it means that Y thinks X to be．a dishonest

person who discloses the content of the investigation． So， instead of・saying

so， Y says， “1 am curious about what went on at the hearing．” X may tak e

this rema rk as Y's request of information． lf X is an ethical person， he can

refuse the request mildly by saying， “Yes， 1 g uess a lot of people are． The

reporters would love to get their hands on ．a transcript．” On this occasion，

the deliberately ambig uous sentence shows its rea1 ability． Because， against

X's remark， Y can show that his fotmer remark is not a ．“request” but a

simple “statement about his state of mind” by saying， “Oh， but 1 wasn't

ask ing you to tell me！ 1 was j ust saying 1'm curious．” The sentence “1 am

curious about what went on at the hearing” itself is not ambig uous， but it

is・ambig uous as to the intent of the speak er． lt is unconceivable whether

the utterance is a “request” or a “statement of his state of mind．” ln other

words， the speaker deliberately makes the sentence，speM ambig uous． This

ambig uity is caused by the relation between lang uag e and the users一，of

lang uag e， so this type 'of ambig uity can be called pragmatic ambig uity．

Usually va rious factors， especially context， function in disambig uation， but

the importance of the study of Weiser lies in that it indicates that context

is not always almighty， or that two interpretations are possible in one and

the same centext． The structure of natural lang uage is very complex and

it gives us a IQt'of possibilities， apd we can saY that “deliberqte ambig uity”

is one of the 1ing uistie・ strategies which makes use of ambig uity．

4． Conclusion．

    This may be included in context in a broader sense， the knowledge

of the world of each person has mtich relatibn with'ambig nity． lf he or．

she only knows that the word “giasses”． means “a drink ing vessel，” the
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sentence “John was looking for the glasses” is not ambiguous at all． But，

if the person knows the sense of “spectacleS，” the sentence has two

teadipgs and・ he or she wi11 assign the more probable meaning to 一the

sentence； besides， if the person knows the sense of “microscope” also，

three alternatives are・open．30） ln the sentence f‘On the trains there are

dining-cars and bars where meals are served quickly，”3'） two words

“dining-cars” and “bars” are g rammatically thought to be the antecedents

of the relative adverb clause， but for the people who know that meals

are served more' 曹浮奄モ汲撃?in bars than in dining-cars， the sentence is not

ambig uous at all． Concerning the sentence “He had some French onion

soup，”32） the interpretation varies according to the knowledg e of the

addressee／reader on the food． As'1 mentioned earlier， the knowledge on

collocation shown in sentences （i7） and （i8） can be included in the domain of

knowledge of the world．

    Lang uage is potentially ambig uous， but prosodic feature，s in spoken

language， orthographic features in written language， context， and' knowl-

edge' 盾?E the world serve to undo a knot of ambig uity entangled in

language． Context is not perfect．in disambiguation and the psychology of

human beings tries to make use of the phenonienon．． These facts show us

the g reat depth of natura1 lang uage．

   1 am very，grateful to Mr． P．

improved my English in this paper．

Parker Anspach， who checked and

                       Notes

   1） lf the word “planes” 'is．interpreted as a carpenter's tool， the possibilities

of interpretation increase．

   2） Ronald Wardhaugh， How Cbnversation VVorfes （Oxford： Basil Blackwell，

1985） 69．

   3） Wardhaugh 33．

   4） The ambiguous use of demonstratives is seen in the following quotations：
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    Veronica answered on the first．ringi “Hi， Mother． 1 am here safe and

sourid； the trqffic was light all the way．” ，
    “Where is here？'

M． H． Clark． Stillwa tch． 12．
          ： 一．f vvvv vv 一At VV一 Vf

           “The play Went badly？ ”

           “lt was a disaster． Leila refused to come'out for a curtain calL When

        it was over we went on to ，Elaine's．”

           “What do 'yQu mean by ‘we'？ ”'

                                    M．H。 Clark，'VVeeP 1＞bハ4（）re，！吻加め～12．

  ．
    5） For example， daily use Qf such expressions-as “1 thinknv” or “maybe．1'

    6） Herbeft H． Clark and Eve V． Clark， Psychology and． Language， trahs．

Shunichi Horiguchi （Tokyo ： ．Kirihara' Shoten， 1981） 99．

    7） The definitions are 一taken from Webste7s IVew Wrorld Dictiondry （New

York ： William ' bollihs ＋ World Pusblishihg Company， 1974）．

   ．'8） Yoshihiko lkegami， lm'i no Sekai一（Tpkyo： ．Nihon Hoso Shuppan Kyokai，

1978） 74．'

    9） Harumi Tapaka et al．， Gengogaleu no Sz｛sume（Tokyo： T． aishukan Shoten，

1978） 272．

，h．iO．）． sSht．e・tP．h．？”ig6U7i・）iMi7a7”．”i'7．sfeMq”tiCS，．t'qns・ Yoshihiko lkegami （Trokyo．， Tgi，

   11）W・M：・K・11・y，・伽・ers・n・th・・Sh・re（W・・hingt・n D・C・・宜・w・・d U・iマer・

sity Press． 1984） 43．

   12）' R． Quirk et al．， A CbmPrehensive Grammar'of the English Language

'（London ： Longman， 1985）． 518．

   13） Stephen．CゼLevinson， Pragma ti．cs（Ca血bridge：Cambrid．ge University

Press， 1983） 82-83．

   14）・The．illustrated sentences in this section are taken-from P． Roberts，

“lmmediqtg Constituepts and Sentence ModifierS”， lntioductoiry Rcadings in Engtish '

Linguistics， ed．． Takanobu Qbsuka （Tokyo ： Kenkyusha， 1967） 103-124．

   i5） Better examples are found in Quirk et al．， 519． Compare the f6110wing

two sentences ：

      （a） Some of the children are walking to the lake in the park．

      （b） ． ln the・park some of the children are walking to the lake．

   16） Quirk et al．， 960．

   17） Quirk et al．，958． 一

  '18） ' Quirk et aL， 960．'
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'

   19） JAC ET， English W（）rkshoP（Tokyo：Sanshusha，1987）102．

   20） ・Turner， 93． If the sentence is put i喚the following Context， the distinction

between process and condition is easy：

      （a）The floor is polished every morhing．

     ．（b）Walk carefully；the floor is polished．

    As these examples shoW， eゆansion of the sentences is one of the ways to avoid

ambiguity．

   21＞ Qu童rk et al・・518・．

   22）Ydshinobu M6ri， Eigo．no（］のりron（．Tokyo：Taishukan Shoten，1980）225．

   23） Roald． Dahl， Someone Lik． e y∂〃（Tokyo：Kirihara Shoten，1972）13・14・

   24）．Paul Ziff，“Wh母t is Said”， Semantics．げハlatural Language， ed． G． Harman

and P． Davidson（Dordrecht・Holland：D． Reidel Publishing Company，1972）709-721．

   25） The foliowing qUotation shows that the professor consciously tries to puち

cohere．nce into their conversation， but that the s'tudent doesn't understand h量s．

eff6rt at all：

           One day when we were on the subjectρf transportation and distribu・

        tion， it came Bolenciecwcz's turn to answer a question．“Na．me one means

        of transportation，'the professor．said to． him． No light came into the

                                                             し        big tackle's． eyes．‘Just any means． of transpotation，「said the professor・

                  び
        Bolenciecwcz sat．staring at him．‘That is，'pursued the professor，‘aηY．

       ．medium， agency or method of going from one place tO another．'

   26）．

233-234．

   27）

               ．．．． （abbreviqted） ．．．

    ‘How，did you come to college this year， Mr Bolenciecwcz？ '．asked the

professor． ‘Chuffa chuffa， chuffa chuffa．'

    ‘M'father sent me．' said the football player．

    ‘What on？ ' asked 'Bassum．

    ‘1 git an' lowance，' said the tackle， iri a loW， husky voice， obviously'

embarassed．

    ‘No， no，' said Bassum． ‘Name a means of transpotation． What did you

ride here on？ '

' ・ ‘Train，'said Bolenciecwcz．

    ‘Quite right，' said the professor． ‘Now Mr Nugent， wi11 you tell gs一'

                                              （tinderline is mine）

                     James Thurber， The' Thurber carnivat 257-258．

J．Md。。，n6y， B，ig肌壇乃向疵gα砂（N・w Y・・k・vi・tag・B・・k・，1987）

G． Leech， Semantics'（Harmondsworth：

                ，' （217）
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  28）．Quirk et al．（1985）points out on page．s'966 and 1065， the phrase．“my

・lder b・・細・apd．si・亡er”i・n・・m・lly underst・・d・・t・・“〔my・ld・・b・・血er〕・・d

my sister”but；as“my elder bゴother and my elder sister．1'In the sentence“They

liked our singing，”the object‘‘our singing”has two meanings：the action of

singing and the rnode of singing． But in this case， the m6de・of・sipging reading

is norm411y adopted・

   29）A．Weiser，“Deliberate Ambiguity”αβ10（1974），724．

   30） F．RPalmer， Semantics（Cambridge：Cambridge University Press，＝1981）

                                       コ50．                                 ．・       '
               ．        ．

   31）C．Swatridge， SucceSSful Re吻ding（London：MacmUlan Publishers Limited，

1979）36．

   32） Quirk．et al．，1343．
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